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The  city does change much. Busy as ever,
coming alive in the night time. 

The streets are littered with ads every
turn you make. Every company trying to 
sell you on something. 



Mens fashion has slowly begun  taking
its chunk of the market share. 

The culture thriving on envy and fear of 
missing out on limited products. 

Resale has become illegal. The 4 billion
dollar secondary market has become
as dangerous as drugs on the streets. 

Violent crimes have sky rocketed ever
since... 

Security around high end stores has 
been increased drastically. 

If you  ask me its just a big waist of
money. For the culture please..... 

Probably why i can’t sleep at night. 



Wake up.
your going
to be late 
for work.

wrong?
whats

another
 big case
 thats all.

its
 nothing
 really.

you 
need 
a break...

you
look so
exhausted
all the 
time.A break,

that would
be nice.



another 
robbery at
a highend
retail store...

Yes...

you
were there
yesterday
weren’t
you?

At the 
center
of the
string of
crimes...

is a group
of 7 suspects.
Police have yet 
to release the 
information
on these 
individuals.

yes I’m
on my way
shortly.

Sorry
I can’t
stay for 
breakfast.

The beds done,
don’t stay up
to late I might
not be back
before dinner.



Sir no
victims
or any
clues. it just  
looks like 
chaos.

thats ok,
collect the evidence.



this is ugly,
no wonder
they left
it.

this is ugly,
no wonder
they left
it.

make sure
to collect
all these
swatch 
books as 
evidence.



meet you
all back
 at the 
station

NYPD headquaters. 



OK boys what do
we have to go on?
We’re going to 
need to get some
leeds fast.

I’d like  to get 
started on 
identifying the
criminals as
quickly as I can.

Now  that you
have taken a 
seat detective.
Allow us to show 
you the sketches
of the 7 primary
suspects.

Suspect 1 was seen wearing
our Nylon Polizie jacket and
matching pants to scout the
crime scene.



Suspect 3 has been jailed
previously for enticing 
violence among the crowds
in the area. Last seen wearing
an Enclave graphic tee and knee
pocket pants.

Suspect 2 has been known to 
frequent release lines during 
product releases of the crime
location. Last seen wearing
a paisly bomber and bandana
cuban shirt.



Suspect 4 was seen 5 times
in the area of the crim scene
days before it happened. Last 
scene wearing an  Orange wool
Enclave coat and warm up 
hoodie.

Suspect 5 who we believe is 
the leader of this group has 
been linked to all 6 of the 
other suspects. Last seen
wearing a heavily modifed
top coat and tailored suit
jacket and pants.



Suspect 6 has been in and
out of a white cable van 
with suspect 7. We assume
they both are sureillance
for the group. Last seen
wearing a camo Enclave
jacket  and piped sweatsuit

Suspect 7 is an older 
gentleman last seen wearing
a jean jacket and grey
twill pants.



its clear
where we
have to 
start....

. . .

To be continued...


